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Figure 6.5: Unpacking Directly Instructing Research-Based Presentation Techniques for  
Teaching Discrete Skills

Systematic Error 
Correction

The teacher provides immediate corrective feedback to students by modeling the 
correct answer, guiding students to the correct answer as needed, and then asking the 
corrected student to give the answer independently. The teacher then uses delayed 
testing by asking the student to repeat the correct answer later in the lesson.

Judicious Use of 
Teacher Talk

The teacher presents the lesson in concise statements using language the students 
are able to understand. The teacher does not present information unrelated to the 
task the students are to complete or provide verbose explanations, nor does the 
teacher distract herself (or her students) with comments unrelated to the lesson.

Signaling The teacher provides a cue alerting students when to make a response. The cue can 
be visual (pointing to a letter or running hand underneath a word), verbal (saying, 
“Get ready!”), or auditory (a hand clap or pencil tap). The purpose of signaling is 
to give all students an opportunity to think about the answer to a question, thereby 
eliminating the calling out of answers by students who can retrieve answers more 
quickly.

Wait Time The teacher provides a thinking pause immediately after giving the directions. It lasts 
for as many seconds as the teacher feels are needed to give all students a chance to 
figure out the answer. Without the wait time, more advanced students will shout out 
the answer.

Brisk Instructional 
Pace

Keeping a “perky pace” is important to minimize the amount of time between 
activities and the amount of time between a student’s answer and the teacher’s next 
question or prompt. Students need to feel the energy in order to attend.

Motivational 
Reinforcement

The teacher strengthens appropriate academic and social behaviors by using positive 
reinforcement. The teacher increases social behaviors (such as students staying in 
their seats, raising their hands before talking, keeping their hands to themselves, and 
so on) by delivering consistent praise for these behaviors. The goal is to maintain a 
3:1 ratio of praise for appropriate behavior to a correction of criticism for problem 
behavior. The teacher also delivers reinforcement to peers who are displaying 
appropriate behavior. For academic behaviors, the teacher adjusts the level of 
reinforcement to fit the difficulty level of the task.

Cumulative Review 
and Practice

The teacher maximizes opportunities for practice by increasing the number of 
practice items and finding additional time during the school day for practice. The 
cumulative aspect of practice ensures that previously introduced skills are constantly 
included with new material during practice.

Unison Responses The teacher signals all students to answer together to maximize practice and 
regularly monitor student progress. The teacher asks questions of individual students 
as an additional check of progress only after the whole group is correctly answering 
all of the questions together.

Individual Checks After the teacher is assured that all students are answering correctly, he or she will 
then begin to check in with individual students to see if they can answer the question 
without the support of the group. If students cannot, the teacher will then go back 
to unison responding and practice to build confidence and avoid embarrassing 
students.


